Did You Know? Part One
By
Stan Price

Did you know about the Globe thoughts for a GC-2, GC-3, and Four Place (Possibly
the GC-4) aircraft? The following advertisement/information sheet came from the
John Clay Kennedy files and is from a 1941 publication. From the document the
GC-1 will have a Continental A-80, the GC-2 will have a Franklin 90 HP engine, and
the GC-3 will have a 100 HP engine. The four-place concept (possibly called the GC4) would be introduced much later.

Did you know about the GC-4? The following article was going to be a post war
airplane. Bud Knox was planning ahead.

These are some pictures as Eugene Clay envisioned this airplane. (Provided by Allan
Erickson). Eugene was the Globe artist/engineer.

The GC-1 has known history with our Swift Museum possibly owning the original
prototype, which has definite Culver lines

Did you know about Globe’s thoughts for establishing a “Community Regional
Airline”? This is the only document I have ever seen with reference to this idea.
Wonder if they would have used Swifts?

Did you know that John Kennedy’s passion was expensive horses? This
advertisement for the Swift is comparing the sassy little airplane to several of the
“Aristocrats” of the equestrian world.

All of this information came from the John Clay Kennedy (son of Globe founder) files,
which are now in possession by our Swift Museum. Larry Dennis had established
contact with John Clay and we both made several trips to his “Tack Room” and spent
hours going through his file cabinets and attic boxes. John Clay later died but made
the documents available to the Swift Association prior to his death. Brian Moses and
myself picked them up and I made “lots” of copies before sending them off to Swift
Hdq. at Athens. There is a tremendous amount of history currently stored in boxes
at our old museum facility, which will hopefully be displayed in our new museum
building at some point. Most of the paper documents are quite brittle and will
require museum style careful handling. This could become a very rewarding
project for someone. Don Duke and Pam did a lot of work on this project but much
more work to figure out how to “Safely” display this or make digital copies that
could be enjoyed by all of us still awaits someone. Any takers?
Stan

